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A goldmine of recipes from the Junior League of Denver! This classic cookbook offers a treasure

trove of recipes that reflect Colorado's casual style of living, rich heritage and natural bounty.

Colorado Cache includes 680 recipes that are upscale, yet uncomplicated, inspiring, yet reliable, in

the tradition of great American cooking. Colorado Cache is the first in a collection of five famous and

award-winning Colorado cookbooks and has sold over a million copies since the first printing in

1978.
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The Junior League of Denver, Incorporated, founded in 1918, is an organization of women

committed to promoting volunteerism, developing the potential of women, and improving the

community through the effective action and leadership of trained volunteers. Its purpose is

exclusively education and charitable. The revenues received from fundraising efforts support the

Junior League of Denver's purpose and community programs.

High-altitude dwellers, rejoice!I live in Denver and have a tough time finding recipes that work in

high-altitude areas. Websites exist to help with conversions but none are needed in their book! I

love Pinterest recipes as much as the next person but prefer this cookbook because I don't have to

worry about modifying the recipe for high-altitude.There are TONS of recipes and they're organized

in a practical way so you are able to easily find poultry recipes, cake recipes, etc.This book is



several years old - maybe 20 but the recipes are still great! My aunt introduced me to this cookbook.

Every time she makes something, it's wonderful and I ask for the recipe and without fail, she got it

from this cookbook.

As always, I've ordered another of these cookbooks as a gift (probably the 7th or 8th one to date). I

thoroughly enjoy the recipes I've tried - and tend to use them again and again. I pass them along to

friends who I believe will enjoy them too.

I have been using this cookbook for years. I don't like to spend a lot of time in the kitchen but love

good food. Every recipe that I have tried has been great. I just bought another copy to give as a

bridal shower present, knowing that a new cook will appreciate the simplicity of such great recipes

as Marinated Grilled Flank Steak, Chicken Durango, Pedro's Delight. My other favorite cookbook is

the Creme de Colorado, also by the Junior League of Denver.

Great book but very greasy. Seller said book was never used. Not only is it very greasy but there

are pages of recipes stuck inside. The sellers idea of clean and mine are completely different.

This cookbook was exactly what I wanted! Two of my friends have and after looking thru both of

their's, I had to have it! It came quickly and was in great shape for a used book. I've already used it

many times and have recommended it to many of my friends who have ordered it as well! A must

have for anyone who loves cooking!

Quick recipes. Most not low calorie.. Alot of cream cheese dips.People in CO love this book. I am

little more gourmet.However it's great for a beginner to a good cook needing a quick recipe. Sour

Cream cake excellent!

This is one of my favorite cookbooks. This is my second one as I had my first Colorado Cache

Cookbook for 25 years and it was getting in pretty bad shape. Thanks for the reprint.

The best oatmeal cookie recipe on the planet.
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